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DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
MARINE RESOURCES OPERATIONS
REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER 1968
Partyboat catches of most of the key species are ahead of the 1967 level,
though barracuda and California halibut are down somewhat.
Of nearly 1300 sand bass tagged during the summer, 95 have been recap-
tured~ most of them in the area of release. Six moved five miles or more.
Two yellowfin tuna (or bigeye) weighing 159 and 150 pounds won first and
second places in the San Diego Yellowtail Derby, the largest winners in
its 22-year history.
Shrimp catches in Area B-2 (Bodega Bay) reached nearly 200,000 pounds, the
highest since 1965.
In the Northern Permit Area, two purse seiners and five lampara boats
landed 1,117 tons of anchovies, all caught in Monterey Bay. Canning opera-
tions used 80 tons and 1,037 tons were reduced.
During September~ 43,000 tagged anchovies were released off the California
coast--16,000 in San Francisco Bay (September 10-12) and 27,000 off Morro
Bay (September 17-19).
Twenty tags were recovered from Monterey, the only area along the coast
reducing anchovies for fish meal; three of the recovered tags were re-
leased off San Diego, one in Monterey Bay, fourteen in San Francisco Bay,
and one off San Pedro. One each of the tags recovered from San Francisco
Bay and Monterey Bay tagging were released July 1966. The one tag from
San Pedro was released during the first anchovy tagging in March 1966.
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ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY
23RD NATIONAL CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION
LAS VEGAS, AUGUST 27-29, 1968
The proceedings of the ACM Conference are difficult to capsulize
because unlike most conferences there was no "theme" to provide a thread
of continuity from subject-to-subject. Instead the work of the special
interest groups within ACM was unleashed in a flood of 85 papers during 30
sessions in 3 days. Topics of the sessions ranged from Artificial Intelli-
gence sponso'red by cooperating special interest group SIGART, through
Numerical Mathematics, SICNUM and Computability of Cultural Material,
SICLASH. (Acronyms furnished on request).
One session or note was "computer graphics." The best presentation
I heard at the conference was given in this session by an l8-year old
Harvard Universi y senior who spoke on "A two-dimensional interpolation
function for irregularly-spaced data." He was one of the kind few that
did not read his published paper word-for-word. He also provided one of
the rare serendipitious moments of the conference: he led me to believe
his technique for interpolation may prove useful for calculating biomass
as well as programming graphic displays.
One topic that did get rather exhaus tive attention was the use of
Cathode-Ray-Tube (CRT) Alphanumeric Display Consoles. The session on
information retrieval was devoted entirely to displaying information on
CRT terminals. In the one-picture-is-worth-a-l000-words-department
Control Data Corporation provided several CDC 211 Entry/CRT Display
Stations throughout the convention center for receiving and sending mes-
sages to attendees. Messages could be received by typing one's name; other
information such as a list of special events, conference program, and even
the news was stored on disk and displayed on colnmand.
There was also a great deal of interest in university training of
computer scientists--generated, no doubt, by the large academic circle
attending the conference, In fact my impression of the average attendee
made him a plump, fortyish, professor at a Midwestern university, inter-
ested in numerical analysis, using display terminals, and teaching his
students the same.
The proceedings of the conference were published in an 800 page vol-
ume before the meeting and distributed to the participants. Unfortunately
after this good start, most of the speakers read their papers and seemed
reluctant to venture outside their esoteric world and explain the more
difficult passages to those not in their special interest group.
The Exposition was marked by the number of companies exhibiting
plotting machines. Whether this is a result of recent engineering break-
throughs, demand for plotting, or the companies taking advantage of the
machines' strong visual stimulus to stir interest was not learned.
A novel computer-music and art festival was held in conjunction with
the conference. Eerie, ghost-like sounds from computer-composed tape re-
cordings attested to the primitive state of the art. On the other hand,
the computer-generated art works including a movie of kaleidoscopic forms,
prints of seagulls, and a nude had qualities that humans as well as com-
puters could appreciate.--David J. Mackett.
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A VISIT TO MARINE LABORATORIES ON THE WEST COAST
Marine .Science Center '.- Newport~Oregon
Washington Shellfisheries Laboratory < , Ocean Park, Was"hington
Washington Shellfisheries Laboratory - Brinnon, Washington
,Battelle Northwest's Laboratory- Sequim Bay, Washington
Fisheries Research Board of Canada - Nanaimo , British Colurnbia
Biological Station
The w,eek of ',August 26...30 was sp'ent visiting marine labo'ratories on the
west coast to obtain information on their research and equipment a Litera-
ture was exchanged with the five laboratories during this visito This in-
cluded research in progress and anticipated research 0
~e Marine Science Center at Newport, Oregon was' visited on August
19. Meetings were held wi th members of the Oregon Fish Commission and
Uni,?"~rs'ity staffs to discuss their projects and exchange infonnatione The
Univ~"rsity of Oregon is in the process of building a pilot oyster hatchery
to study the feasibility of oyster hatcheries for commercial industry 8 W. '00
Breese of the University has done a considerable amount of work on raising
bivalve mollusks in the'labo'ratory. His present research has shown that
oyster larvae can be reared in the same, water for the entire larval cycle';'
Water is changed just prior to setting" Food is reared in large fibergl~ss':
tanks 3' x 5' x 15" deep and aerated continuously. The pH is maintained :'at
about 8.0 by bubbling CO2 in the cultures 0 The CO2 is mixed with air toprovide a 2-3 percent mixture"
,_S~awnirig is stimulated by adding 2 'grams of KCl per liter and circu-
lating ,the, water over the experimental animals for one hour 0 Animals are"
transferred to fresh' salt water at the end of that time and generally spawn'.
after the transfer~
,Salinity of the oyster cultures is lowered by adding distilled water
from a glass-lined stil10 Dilution of large cultures· 18 a problem and has
been solved by allowing the cultures" to go' throughout the larva.l period'
without a water change 0
Abalone growth has been excellent on the seed which was shipped from
Pacific Mariculture last yearo The adults have tended to migrate out of
the cove where they were originally p1acede
Adult abalone brought to the lab have been stimulated to spawn by fil-'
ling the tank with fresh water in the morning and then allowing it to warm
nattlrallye Spawning ,usually occurs late in the afternoon as the tempera-
tq.re' rises (' There has been no success in getting the larvae to set.
The 'Oregon Fish Commission intends to investigate the stamina and ,
swimming ability of lanJal crabs in a flow chamber 0 Larvae will be reared
in flasks and then subjected to various flow rates to determine the effect
of currents on lar'ral crabs (\
Information on the air compressor at the laboratory showed that itwas'>-:
an o:i,lless compressor w11ich had been very' satisfactory 0 P'rior to installation
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of this compreseor.oil was observed in the lines and created problems in
the laboratory. Staff personnel recommended an oilless compressor. The
next day was sp'ent viai ting the shellfish laboratory of the Washington
Department: of Fisheries on Willipa Bay. This laboratory is quit:e small
with a staff of two biologists. This station was developed to invlestigate
means of fattening oysters and Lmproving spatial! conditions. Experiments
have shown that it is possible to inhibit the decline in condition of
oysters in July and August and increase their condition during December and
January by feeding them starch. These findings are of interest to the
Marine Culture Laboratory because it enables the biologist to hold oysters
in the laboratory without loss of condition and increase spawning time
over extended periods. Supplemental feeding of small bivalves in the
laboratory may increase the feasibility of shellfish hatcheries.
The third laboratory visited was Whitney Point Shellfish Laboratory of
the Washington Department of Fisheries on Dabob Bay. This laboratory is
mainly concerned with increasing the commercial potential of oyster seed
in Dabob Bay. Larval abundance is monitored and setting predicted in order
to allow commercial operators to place their cultch.
Oyster larvae are also used to bioassay potential pollution of Puget,
Sound. Water from many bay stations iS,flown to the laboratory where the
48 hour bioassay is performed. Materials to be used in the laboratory
will be bioassayed with this procedure.
The clam potential'of Puget Sound is being investigated by diving
surveys. A small dredge used by divers to mine gold is used to dig clams.
Geoduck clam populations have been estimated in the millions in several
areas. Littleneck clams are also abundant in some areas. A Hanks dredge
is being used by a commercial operator to exploit littleneck populations
in waters 10 to 20 feet deep.
Future plans include use of
water for setting oyster larvae.
Bay will be allowed to develop a
oyster'larvae.
ponds filled with nutrient-rich deep
Water siphoned from deep areas of Dabob
plankton bloom before it is filled with
A short visit was made to Sequim Bay, Washington where Battelle North-
west is planning to build a new laboratory. Present facilities are housed
in an old cannery and are aimed at studying temperature effects on marine
animals. The new laboratory building will be used mainly for bioassay
work. Ground breaking for the building will be done in September and the
laboratory completed approximately.6 months later.
Tw,o days were spent at .the Biological Station of the Fisheries Research
Board of Canada at Nanaimo, British Columbia. A new 3-million dollar addi-
tion to the station is half finished. The new facility will provide more
laboratory and office space for existing personnel who are now housed in '
temporary quarterse
Much of the work at the station is directed toward field work with a
minimum of laboratory space. Salmon research occupies most of the facility
which has equipment for testing physiological requirements of salinity,
temperature, and oxygene Studies are also'being made of salmon swimming
endurance, food requirements in both fresh and salt water and geneticse
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A fish culture experiment is being conducted with black code Herring
is fed to the cod to dete'rmine conversion rates of a low cost fish to a
high cost fish. Black cod have adapted extremely well to the confines of
the tanks and are growing rapidly on the herring diet.
Some oyster culture experiments are being conducted mainly to obtain
larva~ for experimental purposes. Larvae have been fed mainly on
Chaetoceros simplex var. calcitrans which grows very rapidly in culture
mediums. This diatom is used at a size of 1-5 u at about 3-5 days. Coulter
counter graphs of the size of this organism show that most of the cells re-
main within these size limits during that time. After 5 days the cells
become larger and are not useful as food.
Sterilization of culture medium was done in the autoclave with 5
pounds of steam for 5 minutes. The short cycle and low pressure are
believed to promote better growth possibly because nutrients and vitamins
do not break down ..
Literature was collected at each of the laboratories that pertained
to marine culture. A number of new and interesting papers were obtained.
Other aspects of the visits included direct observation of research
projects and personal contact with other biologists. Both of these aspects
made the trip invaluable to the biologist for future research and contact.
--Richard L. Poole.
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1. BOTTOMFISH
A. Fishe:y
Flatfish~ T!awling was conducted between southern Oregon and Santa
Barbara. Effo·:rt wa.s concentrated hi -moderate to shallow depths. The
best flatfish catches of Do'Vet~ED.glish. and petrale sole recurred off
Eureka, Redding Rock, and Mack Arch, Oregon. Landings at San Francisco
were moderate and the flatfish catches at Morro Bay and Santa Barbara
were light.
Five northern California trawlers resumed trawling after participating
-in -the Oregon shrimp fishery.
Roundfish; Excellent catches of canary and yellowtail rockfish were
landed in Eureka. LaTldings of sablefish and lingcod increased due to
relaxation of market limits at northern California ports.
Rockfish landings at other ports were moderate. Three Monterey traw-
lers fished for rockfish and landed good catches of bocaccio, chili-
pepper and splitnose rockfish. Santa Barbara trawlers encountered
occasional concentrations of bocaccio and chilipepper.
B. Research
Flatfish: Landings at major ports were routinely sampled for age and
size composition.
A systematic random sampling plan for 1969 Dover sole cruises was de-
v'eioped which will provide two independent estimates of natural and
fishing mortality.
Dover sole catch and effort data were compiled for recent years for
use by Technical Assistance -and Analysis project to fit the Schaefer
logistic model.
The research observer program was reactivated at Eureka with the start
of the fall semester. Measurements and ages were obtained from photo-
graphs of Dover sole otoliths.
Fishermen returned eight English sole that were released off central
California. Three were caught off Eureka and the remaining five were
caught near release areas. In addition, four English sole tagged off
Washington were recovered in northern California.
Fishing logs and landing receipts were routinely processed.
Roundfish: No research was conducted.
Program is behind schedule due to the vacancy in the roundfish project
and a planning assignment.
2. SHELLFISH
A. Fishery
Abalone: The fishe~7 cor.tinued status quo from last month whereas
most activity and best landings occurred at the offshore islands, and
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along the mainland coast between Pt~ Conception and Purisima Pt8
The best catch reported came from the Purisima Pta region where 39
dozen red abalone were taken by one boat (2 divers), in. two days ~
These were lalrge abalone, averaging more than 8 inches in length,
and brought $20 per dozen to the fishermen 0
Crab: Season closed.
Shrimp: Area A season closed (quota reached)e
The Area B-2 (Bodega Bay) fishery has come to a halto Fishermen have
decided to go trawling for bottomfish. Catch rates declined during
September and the sorting of small incidental fish in the catching
became too laborious~ Last day of fishing was September 9r. Complete
landings to date total 191,605 pounds with an average catch rate of
572 pounds per houro Quota for the area is 250,000 poundse Landings
were the highest since 1965 when 252,000 pounds were landed.
No effort has been :reported from Area B-1 (Fort Bragg) and Area C
(Morro Bay) this season.
Oysters: Coast Oyster Company has been transplanting oysters to
fattening areas; they intend to resume harvesting on October 2.
Eureka Oyster Fanus. has been harvesting from the North Bay racks, pro-
ducing about 70 cases of 40 10-ounce jars per weeko
Eureka Oyster Farms also received 1,100 strings and 266 standard cases
of Pacific oyster seed from Dabob Bay, Washington 0 This seed was in-
spected by biologists Gotshall and Burge. No pests were found.
Johnson Oyster Company continues to construct racks and string oyster
seed for hanging culture at Drakes Estero~
Tomales Bay Oyster Company will open for the sale of Pacific oysters
on November 1.
B. Research
Abalone: Survey dives in the Pt. Estero region disclosed that nearly
all of the bull kelp sporophytes have now reached the surface and a
dense surface canopy is present. Additionally the sea floor is
littered wi th kelp fragments creating an abundance of abalone forage.
Recent shell growth was evident on all abalones less than 7 inches
long, that were examined, and the majority of abalone greater than
7 inches e '
Abalone meats are now in prime condition with a high fluid content,
and gonadal products are minimal.
Several IS-minute duration trial dives were accomp.lished near Pto'
Estero to estimate commercial abalone abundances. Yields averaged
one dozen abalone' per hour, similar to those found ill recent months.
Time was spent preparing a paper for Underwater Naturalist (\
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Crab~ The first half of the month was spent on CTO~ The remainder was
devoted to summarization of data and preparation for t.he preseason sur-·
vey scheduled to begin October 1.
The final draft of the crab fishennen's newsletter was c.ompletedfJ These
will be distributed in mi..d-Octobero
Two night and two day trawls were conducted at South Humboldt Bay sta-
tions. Research observers from the Eureka Senior High School are
sorting the catcheSn Visual estimates suggest that night trawling pro-
duces more crabs and fish~
We covered five 100 x 15 transec.ts with scuba gear in south Humboldt
Bay on August 28 and six transects on September 11. A total of 314 and
190 market crabs were counted, respectivelYe
Shrimp: The 1968 post season shrimp survey by the N.B. SCOFIELD in
Area A began on September 5. Approximately 65 trawls had been com-
pleted by mid-month.. The 19.68 ye~ar class comprises about 55 percent
of the catch by numbers and about 60 percent by numbers of the shrimp
found in hake stomachs.
Sampling of the landings in Area B-2 (Bodega Bay) revealed 38 percent
one-year old and 60 percent two-year'old shrimp in the catches during
September. Average, heads-on count per pound was 78 for eight samples.
Individual length-weight by sex wasde'termined for 200 shrimp. Average
carapace length by year class was also determined.
Oysters: Two thousand Eastern see,d oysters were placed in a tray ,at
the Port of Redwood CitYe These single oysters were purchased from '
Pacific Mariculture, Ince at Pigeon Point~ Prior plantings of Eastern
oysters have shown good growth and survival at this location.
Scallops: Scallops from the Ma'rch, ~967 Japan shipment were counted
and measured at Drakes Estero'" Thirty:-five scallops remain alive out
of the 100 originals & They have now reac.hed an a'Jerage size of 102 nun--
an average growth of 80 nnn since their arrival'" Scallops from th'e
February, 1968 shipment are doing well at Tomales Bay fl A total of 84
out of 100 remain alive and th,ey now average 63 mm in length--a growth
of approximately 40 rom in seven months.,
Gotshall and Burge, us,ing s cub a., collected 12 rock scallops, Hinni tes
muZ.tirugosus~ from Pilot Rocl<,(o~f Trinidad Head) for growth studies
in Humboldt Bay~ Observations indicate that a fairly large popula-
tion of adult sca~lops ex,ist on Pilot Rock" The population on Prisoner
Rock (inside Trinidad Bay) that was virtually wiped out during the 1964
flood, has just begun to make a comeback; approximately 15 small rock
scallops were observed here.
3. SHELLFISH AND BOTTOMFISH DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT (M68D)
Information Storage and Retrieval System
Prawn cruise 68-S--2 was established in the data bank and added to the
master tapeo
Shrimp market sampling data for the 1968 season was sent to the Bio-
statistics Section for keypunching.
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Operations-Res~arch
A step~wise multiple regression of the number of crab traps fished versus
the boats lJ physical characteristics was computed using BMD02R o The re-
sults are being analyzed to produce. an equation to estimate the number
of traps fished by non~responders to our postcard survey of crab fisher-
men e We plan to use the number of traps fished per week as a measure
of effort for a boato
Work continues on the population dynamics of the Fort Bragg petrale
sole a Tag retu.rns ~ commercial landings S) and effort are being tabula ted,
exarnined~ and graphed in the manner of Leslie & Ketchen e
A computer program to summarize width-frequencies of crab by month,
sex 9 gear~ area, and depth was written o The program was used to pro-
duce summaries for the Eureka and San Francisco areas Sl 1957--l968e In
addition to the printed output, 603 graphs were prepared on microfilm
and hard copy using the SC-4020 plottere
The graphs will aid in determining the growth pattern of the crab o
Several papers were read which reported on recent experiments and prob-
lems of determining trawl mesh selection@
A discussion was held with the Bottomfish Investigation to outline a
data processing system for trawler logs.
4. PESTICIDE MONITORING (BoCoFe Contract)
Construction of aquarium facilities to conduct laboratory studies on
the affects of pesticides on Dungeness Crab was completed at Marine
World in Septembere Five holding tanks were divided into 125 com-
partments to avoid cannibalism during the study period e An open circu-
lation system was designed to avoi.d cross contamination of controls
and experimental groupse We hope crabs of the 1968 year class will be
placed in the system in early October for an accl.imation period of at
least two weeks before· exposure to pesticidesG Initial studies will
include a feeding program in which the ribbed horse mussel containing
approximately 60~ 30, 10 and 1 ppm DDT will be fed to the young crabs e
Estuarine monitoring in September revealed no significant change in
pesticide residues found earlier in 1968 e The manuscript uChlorinated
Hydrocarbon Pesticides in California Bays and Estuaries u has been com-
pleted and will be submitted for editing shortly@
Project is on schedule o
s. SHELLFISH LABORATORY OPERATIONS (Bartlett Project M64R4)
A trip to five west coast marine laboratories was completed September
1 0 Laboratories visited included the Marine Science Center at Newport,
Oregon; Washington Shellfisheries Laboratories at Ocean Park and Brinnon,
Washington; Battelle Northwest's laboratory at Sequim Bay, Washington;
and the Fisheries Research Board of Canada Biological Station at
Nanaimo, British Columbia e The trip was considered extremely valuable
because of the direct observation of research projects and personal
contact with other biologists.
A considerable amDunt of time has been spent reviewing equipment
specifications and writing purchase estimates o
Literature review has occupied the time of Paul Wild D the projectVs
Assist.ant Mar.ine Biologist.
Laboratory plans continue to be stalled by various problemsc
is now considering the cost of the bUilding and the location.
expect the problems will be completely resolved in October o
Research
Stanford
We
Washington and gaper clams were collected at Drakes Bay and Humboldt
Bay for the clam reproductive cycle studies o
6. OYSTER DISEASE AND MORTALITY STUDY (BoC.F. Contract)
Routine sampling was carried out in Humboldt Bay~ Tomales Bay~ and
Drakes Estero during September. Losses among the experimental popu-
lations in Humboldt and Tomales Bays were negligible. Mortality rates
in Drakes Estero were generally low although 2.6 percent of the 1967
Japanese seed planting at the Berries Bar station were lost.
Processing and examination of tissue and plankton samples continues.
The project is on schedule.
7. PORT SAMPLING (Bartlett Project 66-D)
Crab~ Season closed. Two days were spent assisting Eureka personnel
with Humboldt Bay trawls for crab.
Shrimpg Fair landlngs of shrimp were made at Port Orford until mid-
month when five California vessels returned to Eureka and Crescent
City to fish for bottomfish. The shrimp on the Port Orford bed are
scattered and two hour tows are averaging about 600~800 pounds. The
average count per pound of seven shrimp samples taken at Port Orford
was 90 0 Shrimp landings at Brookings have been very slow the last
month due to lack of fishing effort o
Bottomfishg Good landings of mostly
made at Crescent City and Brookings.
sole were taken at Crescent City.
Dover and English sale have been
Samples of Dover and English
No hake were obtained for the hake stomach sampling program.
8. SEA OTTER
Three days were spent by project personnel in the Cambria-Pt o Estero
area conducting habitat surveys9 counting sea ottersDand trying out
the gill nets to be used in capturing sea otters.
On September 4 9 7 otters were counted from the MOLLUSK south of the
refuge. The most southern sighting was about 2 miles south of Santa
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Rosa Creek~ the southern boundary of the sea otter refuge. Sixteen
otters were counted within the refuge up to the vicinity of Pica Rock~
about 2 1/2 miles north of Santa Rosa Creek. Counting sea otters from
a boat in the Cambri~ area is difficult as the boatUs presence frightens
the otters. As we proceeded northward~ the otters swam away from us
and out of Bight. Earlier shore observations revealed many more otters
in the area than were seen from the boat.
Dives within the refuge near Cambria Rock~ where otters have been raft-
ing~ revealed a few red abalone and red sea urchin present in protected
habitat. There was considerable evidence of sea otters foraging in the
area~ and a general paucity of those items known to be eaten by sea
otters. A dive off Cambria where the furthest south sea otter was
sighted revealed red abalone in good abundance~ but again only in pro-
tected habitat. At Pt. Estero~ in an area visited by only a few otters,
red abalone were not abundant but were out in the open; red sea urchin
were plentiful and in the open. This area was described by Glen Bickford
as not being prime abalone habitat.
A gill net was set off Pt. Estero to see how the net performed. We found
that the net would not sink~ even after being left in the water for over
an hour. It appears that we will have to weight the net contrary to
what was found necessary in Amchitka.
A cruise was conducted aboard the NAUTILUS and MOLLUSK from September
17 to 21. The purpose of the cruise was to survey the area around
Lopez prior to any otter transplants. Heavy seas and dense fog delayed
our departure. Bad weather forced us to leave Lopez Pt. after 1 1/2
days of work 9 but we were able to delineate the kelp beds in the area,
count otteIs~ and conduct 2 underwater transects near Big Creek. As
in the Cambria Rock area~ we found a general paucity of forage items
reportedly eaten by otters. A total of 39 otters was seen between
Lucia and Dolan Rock~ a distance of about 7 miles.
Weather conditions limited us to just 1 1/2 days work near San Simeon.
Kelp beds were delineated~ otters were counted p and 3 underwater trans-
ects were run 1 mile north of Pt. San Simeon. We encountered much the
same biota as we observed at Big Creek. A total of 15 otters was
spotted just north of Pt. San Simeon.
A decomposing leatherback turtle~ carapace length about 4 feet~ was
found in the kelp near Lopez Pt.
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90 PELAGIC FISH
Ao Fishery
Landings in tons
1968* 1967
,~anu:aEY_'I '~ ,Se:i2tember ,30,
l()=yromean
1968* ' '1967 1957~1966
Anchovy
Mackerel~ jac.k
Mackerel~ Pacific
Sardines
Squid
Total
1$)130
1$)325
50
5
365
348
41
1
238
993
4 240 28~77l 5~622D
16~930 16$)557 2l~407
509 309 9~55l
510 65 9~460
9~892 8~758 5~386
32~081 54$)460 5l~426
* Estimated e Accumulated landings are revised monthlyo
Be Anchovy
Fish.ery
Commercialg In the Northern Permit Area two purse seiners and five lam-
para boats landed 1~117 tons of anchovies p all caught in Monterey BaYe
Canning operations used 80 tons and 1~037 tons were reduced Q
the Southern Permit Area reduction season opened September l5s No an~
chavies have been reducedS) although three vessels have reduction per-
mits 0 It appears that serious attempt,s are being made to reach a price
settlement$) however£) poor meal prices have complicated things@
Meal prices at Los Angeles have leveled off near $133 per ton with 65%
protein guarantee ($2 e 05 per unit of protein per ton) 0 Past experience
and present market activity indicate that meal prices may make a turn
for the better in the next two months o
Live~Bait6 Fishing success continues to be sporadico The most con=
sistently good areas are off La Jolla and Newport Beach o Dealers in Los
Angeles Harbor still report a high percentage (up to 100%) of pinheads
(young~of~the~year)in their catch o Fishing at Morro Bay is easy and has
developed into a large fishery to supply the increased number of boats
(7-10) fishing for albacore o
Preliminary analysis of age data from the past 3~months of intensive
sampling reveals that project personnel would 'have to sample 29 days
a month to be within 95% confidence limits and a + 15% standard error o
The manpower required to sample ,<3.t this level is not avai1able o There--
fore~ the li've bait sampler will devote primary effort to developing
good public relations to insure accurate bait logs from the 16 live
bait dealers scattered from San Francisco to San Diegoo
Research
Tagg~l!:B,~ During September ~ 43 £) 000 tagged anc'hovies released off the
California coaste-.-16£lOOO in San Francisco Bay (September 10...,12) and
27~000 off Morro Bay (September 17=19)0
Twenty tags were recovered from Monterey~ the only area along the
coast reducing anchovies for fish meal; three of the recovered tags
were released off San Diego p one in Monterey Bay~ fourteen in San Fran-
cisco Bayp and one off San Pedro. One each of the tags recovered from
San Francisco Bay and Monterey Bay tagging were released July 1966.
The one tag from San Pedro was released during the first anchovy tag-
ging in Msrch 1966.
C. Mackerel~Sardine
Fishery
Jack Mackerel~ During the month, 1,325 tons of jack mackerel were
landed with approximately 1/3 of this being landed on the last day of
the period.
Most of the fish were caught at Santa Barbara Island and the northern
Channel Islands. Less significant amounts came from Cortes Bank,
Santa Catalina Island, and the inshore areas near San Pedro.
Two landings of 90 tons at Morro Bay were trucked to Moss Landing.
Small 1 1/2" jack mackerel were found in several nets of purse seiners
which had set on bluefin tuna. Otoliths were taken and given to the
Food Habits Study for their otolith collection.
Pacific mackerel~ Landings rose to about 50 tons this month. Approxi-
mately 45 tons of this amount were large 12-14" fish. The remaining
5 tons were young-of-the-year. The larger fish were delivered to the
markets while the smaller fish came to the cannery. The young-of-the-
year were mixed in schools of jack mackerel of the same size; 80.9-l/4cm
for Pacific mackerel as compared to 80.6-l!4cm for jack mackerel. A
majority of the Pac.ific mackerel we_re taken at Catalina Island. '!'he
young-of-the-yearcame from Santa Gatalina Island and Santa Barbara Island.
Sardines~ Five tons were landed this month for frozen bait. The fish
were taken under light skiffs in nearshore areas and some were taken
at Santa Catalina Island.
Fleet~ Three weeks of offshore bad weather prevented the boats from
reaching the major producing mackerel banks. Most of the scouting
time was spent looking for bonito at the northern Channel Islands.
Several boats which fished for tuna during the first part of the year
have taken on their mackerel-sardine purse seines and are now fishing
bonito and mackerel o
Research
Fourteen jack mackerel~ 5 Pacific mackerel~ and 1 sardine sample were
taken this month. No samples were taken at Monterey due to time
spent anchovy taggingo
Work continued on a jack mackerel paper for the next issue of the
CalCOFI bulletin and an article describing the jack mackerel fishery
from 1947-1968 0
D. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey
The R/V ALASKA departed on cruise 68A8 on the 12th of September and was
still at sea at 'months end 0 The vessel :i.s conducting a routine echo.-.
sO'under ~ sona.!' and m:idwater trawl survey of the area from SanMartin
Island~ Baja California to Point Conception and the Channel Islands o
If time and weat'her conditions permits) the fishing attitude and con"..
figuration of the SQ.-foot midwater trawl 'will be evaluated by scuba
divers and a limited search for commercial quantities of mackerel in
the offshore portion of the California Current will be attempted e
One~half a man month was spent at sea aboard the ALASKA 0 Work on the
Sea Survey temperature~catch and anchovy age composition computer
programs continued e
10. TUNA
A. Albacore
Research
Life History~ Age and growth--With the return of a large part of the
albacore fishing fleet from the northern fishing grounds, our sampling
effort increased significant1yo Fourteen length-frequency and age
samples were obtained~ and for the first period this season our samp-
ling quota may have been reached~
Migration--Two albacore tags were recovered this month o We were noti....
fied by personnel of the Oregon Fish Commission that both fish were
released off Oregon in 1967, marking the first time that albacore
tagged off Oregon were recovered on their fishing grounds one season
latera
Population Dynamics~ The project designed to apply our ager=olength key
to historical lengfh-frequency data was comp1eted~ and analysis of the
albacore age distribution for several years (l920""'"1929$) 1940 and
1948.,.,1950) begano
Education and Public Relations: The staff began preparations for the
coming Tuna Conference~ which will be held October 14~16~
Fishery
Sport~ Angling for albacore all but ceased in southern California
waters at mid~monthe However, effort increased at Morro Bayo Several
large partyboats from the southern sport fleet were helping fill the
demand for angling space~ by operating from various landings in Morro
Bayo Depending upon the weather~ catches generally averaged from 1
to 5 fish per angler$) with a high of 11 per angler on one occasione
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Conuneycialg Albacore landings in California this month will exceed the
preceding two months combined p by several fold o This was due to good
fishing off central and northern California which caused most California
trollers to return from the Oregon fishing groundso Most of the larger
bait boats Xe"H1.DZd in the Pac.ific~northwest~ however p where fishing was
reported to be goodo
B. Bluefin Tuna
Research
Life History; Age and growth--Age composition data for the years 1963
to 1967 have been sununarized in standard formo These were incorporated
into our California bluefin data series, for future analysis o
Migration~-Three tagged bluefin were recaptured from the lot we re-
leased last July. The fish were caught near the release location after
23 to 53 days at liberty.
Education and Public Relations~ The staff began preparation for the
coming Tuna Conference.
Fishery
Sport; A few bluefin were caught incidentally, by anglers seeking al-
bacore.
Commercial; At monthYs end, some bluefin were caught near San Clemente
Island. The seasonYs total~ to date, is 5~325 tons~ or about 1,000
tons below last year o
C. Pacific Bonito
Research
Life History; Age and growth--One weight-length and otolith sample was
taken this month.
Migration~-An additional 39 bonito were tagged by the anchovy port sam-
pler (Steve Crooke) 0 Six tagged fish were returned this month. One
bonito was tagged at North Coronados Island and recaptured 108 days
later near Malibu~ a distance of 118 miles. The tag recovery rate is
about 10%0
D. Miscellaneous
Resources of Tunas and Related Species
After the yellowfin tuna quota was imposed in June~ several large
Puerto Rico-based seiners sailed for the fishing grounds off the west
coast of Africa o Industry reports indicate that these vessels are
doing well.
Another specimen of the shortbill spearfish (Tetrapturus angustiros-
tris) was examined at Oceanside o This little feller weighed only
4 3/4 pounds for its length of 40 inches. It was the smallest we
have seen since the first one from local waters was reported in 1957.
The present one was caught on trolling gear 20 miles southwest of
the Coronado lslands~ by a charter-boat skipper from Oceanside.
Two yellowfin tuna (or bigeye) weighing 159 and 150 pounds won
first and second place respectively~ in the San Diego yellowtail
Derby. These wsre the largest winners in the 22-year history of
the Derby.
Administration
Personnel~ Richard Young (Seasonal Aid) resigned September 18 to
return to school. Steven Ainsworth was hired as an hourly Seasonal
Aid to sample albacore landings in the Monterey Bay area.
11. SPORTFISH
A. Partyboat
Research
During the summer months~ 1,284 sand bass were tagged; 95 (7.4%) of
this group have been recovered after an average time at liberty
of 23 days. From the available information~ 63 bass were recovered
at the release area~ while 17 moved 1 or more miles. Six bass moved
5 or more miles.
Fishery
Southern California landing operators named barracuda as the most
important fish to their partyboat business. The next nine, in order~
:: were kelp-sand bass~ yellowtail~ bonito, California halibut~ rock-
·fish~ albacore~ white seabass~ bluefin tuna~ and sculpin.
The 1968 partyboat catch of key species, through August~ compares
with 1967 as follows~
Through August 1968 1967
Rockfish 1,439~600 1,287~800
Kelp and sand bass 1,072,200 737 ~300
Bonito 765~500 l57~400
Barracuda 295~600 336 9 300
Salmon 9l~100 70,000
California halibut 37,500 46~300
Yellowtail 34~800 19 9 100
Striped bass 9~200 10~500
Sturgeon 1,050
B. Environmental and Behavioral Studies of Coastal Sport Fishes (DJ F22R)
During the month we made detailed surveys along our CONES line~ which
runs normal to shore off Palos Verdes Point. At each 20-foot depth
increment~ into 100-foot depths~ we made quantitative observations
inside a study circle encompassing 15 square meters of the bottom
Outside this area we recorded only the more obvious topographic and
biological features. In the 40- to 50-foot depths we have established
a 100-meter transect with 1/2 m2 sampling stations permanently marked
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at each 5~meter interval 0 These 21 stations were also studied in
detail~
In all~ 20 fishe3 and 40 invertebrates vlere recorded at the 26 sta-
tions occupiedo
Analysis of these data is providing insight into natural seasonal
variations and interrelationships of the various species comprising
the biotic communities in this area e Tb.ese data are also being used
as a baseline to facilitate interpretation of biological variations
observed in other areas, particularly tb.ose involving man--made modi-
fications o
Project personnel conducted a gross ecological survey of the subtidal
area from Pebbly Beach to Jewfish Point, Santa Catalina Island. The
city of Avalon proposes to fill-in this area in preparation for air-
field construction o
,Upper Newport Bay-Sunset Bay Contract Studies
The task of identifying and enumerating invertebrates from Upper
Newport Bay was nearing completiontll Plans for the biological samp-
ling program for Sunset Bay are being prepared, and collection of
material will begin in early October. Benthic samples will be ob-
tained at quarterly intervals to documen.t the changes in biotic
associations brought about by this marin.a' s construction.
Redondo Harbor Biological Monitoring (Southern California Edison
'Cbmparty'Corttract)e
Most of September was spent continuing the Creel Census e A new nylon
monofilament gill net was fished near th.e breakwater e In addition to
24 fish of 15 species, 13 California spiny lobsters (PanuZirus
interruptus) were captured e These ranged from 45.5 to 110eO mm
carapace length» (82 0 55 rom carapace length is legal size)0
OFFRE work was confined mainly to sortin.g, identifying and enumer~
ating material taken in the August benth.ic index surveyo
c. Central California Marine Sportfish Survey (DJ F25R-2)
Routine sportfisll sampling was continued at Avila, Morro Bay, Monterey,
and Santa Cruzo
One week was spf~nt on the kelp bed ecology studY0 We witnessed the
beginning bloom of the dinoflagellate Ceratuim SPEl and then observed
complete dominai.nce of the plankton biomass within 5 dayse On Sep-
tember 9 throuf~h 11 the water visibility' was 20--40 feet o On the 12th,
visibility was reduced to 5 feet, and on, the 13th the divers could
see only 1-2 feet at the surface e Since there was no visibility at
the bottom the transect counts were not made on the 13th.
Fish tagging for the first 13 days was v'ery successful (;) We caught
230 fish in8 days fishing at our perman,ent stations in the Hopkins
Reserve and at. a reef off Pte Pinos 0 Of these, 82 were tagged fish
which were meaLsured and re~re1eased; 57 for the second time, 22 for
the third time, a'nd 3 for the fourth tiTIlle o All 82 tagged fish caught
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and re-released were at stations A and B in the Hopkins Reserve area.
Non-tagged fish caught and tagged for the first time numbered 92 at.f
these stations o From these data it would appear that 47 percent of
the fish at these stations are tagged~ however~ underwater tallies
of tagged dnd non-tagged fish under the boat during the fishing
period revealed ,that only about lO-13 percent of the fish were tagged.
Obviously some fish tend to be captured more often than others~ par-
ticularly' those which have been recaptured 3 and 4 times, in some
cases a day apart o
Three tags were returned by skiff spat fishermen in September o
By species~ the 230 tagged fish released (including recaptures) were
as follows~
173 blue rockfish
9 black rockfish
7 black-and-yellow rockfish
3 gopher rockfish
4 kelp rockfish
3 olive rockfish
1 lingcod
3 kelp greenling
2 cabezon
2 pile perch
10 striped seaperch
2 black perch
2 rainbow seaperch
1 sharpnose seaperch
1 senorita
1 buffalo sculpin
Miller and Banek attended the skindiving meet at Anchor Bay on Sep-
tember 8 0 Excellent visibility, calm seas, and very proficient
divers resulted in a record catch of fish per diver for all meetsi,
attended over the past 8 years o We were able to collect excellent
length frequency data of 148 lingcod and age-length data of 31
lingcod o
Age and length data of the Ano Nuevo catch on Old Timers Day at
Santa Cruz was collected on September 28.
On September 13 the drive shaft ,on the engine of the OPHIODON broke.
All boat work will now be delayed about three weeks o The project
is behind scheduleo
12. FOOD HABITS STUDY (Bartlett M67R)
Stomachs from 273 fish (100 bluefin tuna, 100 albacore, 60 bonito,
8 white seabass, 3 kelp bass, 1 barracuda, and 1 halibut) were col-
lected during the month o The samples came from various commercial
arid sport fishing operations in southern California marine waters o
The contents of 39 stomachs were examined in detail~ identified"
and tabulated for future analysiso These were from 23 bluefin tuna,
10 albacore and 6 white seabass o
Work was begun'on summarlz1ng our findings o A cursory look at our
data on 130 bonito and 60 bluefin tuna stomachs collected during
the winter and spring of ,1968 revealed that these fish had fed pri-
marily on anchovies and squid.
A report on our activities and findings for the fiscal period 1967-
68 was prepared for the October 3 meeting of the Marine Research
Committee 0
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l3. SPECIAL PROJECTS
A. Southern California
Most of the monthVs activities were centered around the Marine Resources
Plano The need for~ the objectives~ structure~ and costs for a number
of new programs and the expansion of some existing programs have been
documented~ and the proposals discussed at several meetings in
Sacramento 0
Several meetings concerning possible modifications in Santa Monica Bay
and San Diego Bay were attended o
B. Northern California
Two trips were made to Eureka on bay and estuary planning for northern
California o
Two heavy tables eight feet long were built for installation at Marine
World where they will hold aquaria being. used in studies of long~term
effects of pesticides on marine organismsG
14. BIOSTATISTICS
A. Data Processing
Regular re£orts_~ The August cannery and processors reports were com-
pleted and the monthly tuna letter was mailed o
The August marine sportcatch reports were completed and the sportcatch
letter was mailed o
Letters were mailed to partyboat operators delinquent in their reportso
A list of current unregistered boats was prepared for the Wildlife
Protection Branche
Master List changes were sent to Sacrame:ntoo
Annual re~orts.~ The 1967 Fish Catch Bulletin was completed and sent
to t.he editoro
The following annual reports were completed~ IB (Species and price)~
Geographic origin~ place of First Landing 9 Cumulative~ I-A reports
(pounds for species by origin block and month) 9 l-AA reports (pounds
for an origin block by species and month) 0 Copies of I~A reports
were distributed to the various investigations and complete copies
of the l=A and I~AA reports were bound for distribution to the
Terminal Island library~ Menlo Park office and Eureka office o
The annual report for salmon was forwarded to the Salmon Investigation,
Sacramento 0
Special reEor~s~ A report showing swordfish landings by boat for 1966
was prepared for Bill Craigo
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A table sh::nving her:cing audings in San F'I',i1lciaco Bay and Tomales Bay
for the years 1916~1967 was prepared for Emil Smith o
A report sh4Jwing deer mortality on highways fo!: 1967 was sent to
Game Management in Sacramento o
A table was prepared for Frank Alverson of Ralston Purina showing mar~
ket and rock crab landings for 1967 and January-June 9 1968 0
The 1967 training report was sent to the Training Officer in Sacramento 0
A table was prepared for Bob Kaneen showing albacore landings at
Terminal Is12nd and San Diego canneries for July a:ad August 1968 0
Tables were prepared for the Pelagic Fish Investigation showing jack
and Pacific mackerel landings for the 1965~66p 1966-67 and 1967-68
seasons; sardine landings for the 1966·-67 and 1967-68 seasons; and all
pelagic fish landings for calendar 19670
Work was completed which updated a county table showing landings and
values by county for 1967 0
A list was prepared for the Americana giving the five leading fish
species and values for 19670
Field~ A 10-day trip was made by the Field Representative covering
the coast from San Diego to Crescent CitYo
B. Technical Assistance and Mathematicifll AnalY,~i_s~ The first draft of a
paper describing a generalized Schaefer production model was completed.
Formulas were assembled for estimating characteristics of the live bait
landings and their accompanying standard errors o
Procedures for estimating parameters of the Dever sole population were
discussed with Gary Smitho
Computersg An age composition analysis by month for Pacific mackerel
data for seasons 1959-60 through 1963-64 was run on the 1107 computero
Random haul coordinates for a Fall~ 1968 crab cruise were produced on
the 1107.
Using the 360/50 computer~ a weight-length regression was run on August
1968 spot prawn data from the Monterey and Catalina areas.
The annual I~A and I-AA Biostatistics reports were tabulated on the
Control Data 3600 computer o
Annual sablefish analysis runs were completed on the 3600 using data
read from the 1967 commercial tapeo
A 3600 program p SIFT p was written to extract all salmon data from the
annual commercial tapeo A test tape for use by the Salmon Project was
successfully produced o
1968 commercial card-to-tape runs have brought the tape up-to-date
through June on both the 3600 and 6600 0 The only remaining problem is
occasional faulty ,c:ard reading at the computer center~ a condition over
which we have no control. 3600~6600 cost comparison figures were de~
termined~ the 6600 runs were less expensive by $5 to $12 peT run. The
comparison results are encouraging because we have been notified that
the 3600 will not be available beginning I November.
Plans for converting our supply of 3600 programs to 6600 format are in
progress.
15. BIOLOGICAL NOTES
The California State Fisheries Laboratory received three of four slender
mo1as~ Ranzania Zaevi8~ caught in a purse seine at the 43-fathom spot
(SE of San Clemente Island) during the night of September 12. This
represents only the second record of this world ranging species from off
our coast. Previously~ one specimen was found dead on the beach at
Oceano in 1909. The fourth specimen of those taken September 12~ was
given to the Cabril10 Beach Marine Museum by one of the seinervs crew.
On September 23~ a foot-long green jack, Caranx cabalZus was brought to
CSFL for identification. It had been taken on hook and line off the
Long Beach area; its presence in local waters probably reflects the
continued warmer than usual temperatures. This southern species pre-
viously has been noted off southern California in 1858~ 1924~ 1945~ 1953,
1955, 1957, and 1962.
A large MobuZa japanica was picked up at one of the Terminal Island
canneries on September 25 and turned over to the Los Angeles County
Museum of Natural History. It had been caught somewhere off Mexico dur-
ing tuna seining operations~ and was worth saving because of its rarity
in fish collections.
The stomachs of 8 swordfish examined during September contained remains
(mostly otoliths) of at least nine kinds of fish. All of the stomachs
contained anchovy remains~ ranging from 4 otoliths in one to 119 in
another. Jack mackere1~ hake~ and shortbelly rockfish were also im-
portant in these stomachs. One of the eight swordfish had been feeding
quite deep; its stomach contained otoliths and other fragmentia from
deepsea smelt~ Nansenia crassa" barracudinas~ Lestidiwn ring-ens" and
Mexican lampfish~ Triphoturus mexicanus~ as well as hake and anchovy.
All the swordfish stomachs also contained cephalopod beaks~ but these
were relatively unimportant (2 to 8 beaks) in seven stomachs--the
eighth contained 38.
16. VESSELS
ALASKA
From the 1st through the 11th the vessel was secured for CTO and main-
tenance.
On the 12th, the ALASKA departed on Pelagic Fish Study cruise off Baja
and southern California, and continued on the same cruise for the balance
of the month.
SCOFIELD
The NoB o SCOFIELD was 'engaged in,shrimp studies off northern California
the entire month o
NAUTILUS
The vessel conducted two four-day oceanographic cruises off San Fran-
cisco Bay and one eleven-day Sea Otter Study cruise off central
California o The vessel was on maintenance for the balance of the month o
Days scheduled:'
MOLLUSK
7 Days operated~ 19
The vessel was engaged in abalone work off Morro Bay for a period of
11 dayso
17. MISCELLANEOUS
As Meetings, Talks and Visitors e
September 3
September 4
September 5
September 4~5
September 5
September 7
September 10
September 10
September 10
Discussion of marine environmental survey tech-
niques with F 8 J o Nunson~ Enchanter Inco~ Terminal
Island; Turner e
Frey met with Bissell and Stokes on Planning in
Sacra'mento 0
Frey met with Jow on Planning in Menlo Parke
~ Albert Smith visited the Tol o laboratory and
collected a few specimens while fishing aboard
a patrol vessel@
- Meeting with Ralph Horne to discuss specifica-
tions for a boat to replace the DOLPHIN; Morro
Bay, Strachan and Turner
- Miller presented a talk on Fish and Game problems
in the Monterey area to 120 members and friends of
the Central California Council of Sport Clubs at
Watsonville.
~ Meeting with Calvin Gongwer~ Innerspace Corpo, to
view a demonstration of and to test~swim their new
aquatic propulsion unit, Aqueon~ Redondo Beach;
Turner, Strachan and McPeake
- Dr o Ee Ae Keen, San Diego State, discussed fishery
problems with Baxter o
- Messersmith met with A0 Pisano~ Fishermenws Coop-
erative Assn.,and John Royal~ FishermenYs Union to
discuss the ALASKA assisting fishermen to locate
fish o
September 10-11
September 11
September 11
September 16
September 18-19
September 19
September 20
September 23
September 24
September 24
September 26
September 26
September 26
September 26
September 27
September 27-28
B. Personnel
August 30
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- Berude g Perrine~ O'Brieng Duffy attended orienta-
tion training in Sacramento.
- Clinton Atkin8on~ Fisheries Attache g Tokyo,
visited the Terminal Island laboratory.
Hiller took Willard Greenwald g Region 3 Manager g
on a tour of sport and commercial concessions in
Monterey~ Pacific Grove, and Moss Landing.
Miller presented a talk on Fish and Game problems
to 150 members and friends of the Salinas Isaac
Walton League.
- Roedel, Baxter and Frey attended a Planning meeting
in Sacramento.
- CarIisle~ Cutlsr, Baileyg Leighton and Petrich
attended an AID meeting and luncheon, Los Angeles.
- Fitch gave an illustrated talk on "Southern Calif-
ornia Deep Water Mollusks" to 40 members and guests
of the Santa Barbara Shell Club.
- Captain Matthews and Wardens Horn, Yount and
Hellerstadt received a day's training in Biostatis-
tics.
- Roedel and Baxter attended CalCOFI Committee meet-
ing, La Jolla.
- Clemens met with Glenn F1ittner, BCF, La Jolla lab.
The Tuna Conference and a joint manuscript were
discussed.
Planning meeting in Menlo Park~ Frey~ Jaw, Orcutt.
- Clemens and Petrich went to Sacramento to discuss
salaries for vessel personnel.
- Abramson attended a meeting of the Southern Calif-
ornia Chapter, American Statistical Association.
- Messersmith met with A. Pisano to discuss progress
on resolving anchovy price dispute.
Roedel, Baxter and Frey attended a Planning Session,
Sacramento.
Advisory Board on Underwater Parks and Reserves;
La Jolla; Turner.
- Herbert W. Frey, Associate Marine Biologist, trans-
ferred to Special Projects~ T.I.
August 30
September 5
September 10
September 13
September 16
September 16
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- John G. Carlisle, Jr., Associate Marine Biologist
transferred to Biostatistics, T.1.
- Thera1 Golden, TAU Motor Vessel Engineman, Research
Vessels, T.1., resigned.
- Victor F. Landrum appointed TAU Deckhand, Fish and
Game Boat, Research Vessels, Redwood City.
- Stewart Davis and Dan Odenwei1er, Seasonal Aids,
separated to return to school.
- Rodney Aoto appointed Seasonal Aid with the Food
Habits Study.
P. M. Roedel returned from a 2 1/2 month assign-
ment with USA1D in the Republic of Korea.
Phil M. Roedel
Manager
MRO - T1
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